Sociology

For students who wish to become critical analysts of social problems, NC State's graduate program in sociology offers excellent training for academic, research and applied careers.

The 72-credit hour doctoral program is an intellectually stimulating and academically rigorous, yet supportive, environment.

Doctoral students have the opportunity to:

• Pursue a wide range of research topics and interests.
• Receive top-notch methodological training.
• Gain valuable teaching skills and experience.
• Collaborate on scholarly and applied research with our outstanding faculty and fellow graduate students.

Admitted Ph.D. students also benefit from a competitive award package that includes a 9-month stipend, health insurance, tuition remission, office space, and a travel funding allotment. Program alumni go on to succeed in academic and applied careers.

Degrees

• Sociology (MR) (http://catalog.ncsu.edu/graduate/humanities-social-sciences/sociology/sociology-mr/)
• Sociology (MS) (http://catalog.ncsu.edu/graduate/humanities-social-sciences/sociology/sociology-ms/)
• Sociology (PhD) (http://catalog.ncsu.edu/graduate/humanities-social-sciences/sociology/sociology-phd/)

Faculty

Full Professors

Sarah K. Bowen
Martha L. Crowley
Stacy DeCoster
Andrea Leverentz
Steven J. McDonald
Toby L. Parcel
Michael L. Schwalbe
Thomas Eugene Shriver

Assistant Professors

Celeste Curington
Andrew Paul Davis
Laura DeMarco
April Dawn Fernandes
Jessica Pfaffendorf

Practice/Research/Teaching Professors

Megan Glancy
Deann Judge
Margaret Stiffler
Jim Yocom

Emeritus Faculty

Virginia M Aldige
Maxine Atkinson
Ronald F. Czaja
William B. Clifford II
L. Richard Dellafave
Ted Greenstein
Stephen C. Lilley
Patricia Lou McCall
Robert Lonnie Moxley
Maxine S. Thompson
Randy J. Thomson
Charles Ray Tittle
Eric M. Woodrum
Margaret A Zahn
James J. Zuiches

Lecturer

Karen Patricia Wirth